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Language Adaptations – Key User Tool
What can you do with it?
•

It is a Key User tool that allows customers to:
Translate C4C Work Centers and Views into languages that are not supported by SAP.
Adapt distinct texts so that they fit into the customers domain and terminology.
Adapt not only static UI texts, such as Work Centers and Views, but also application texts like fields, codes
(value help), and messages.
Transfer “Text Pools” using MS Excel from one tenant to another.

And what can’t you do with it?
•

Create PDI-like language add-ons that can be shipped like other PDI (Partner Development Infrastructure)
solutions.

•

Create in-house SAP language transports or packs.
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Language Adaptations Define new Target Language via Fine-Tuning Activity

Firstly define target language for translation in
Fine-Tuning Activity: Additional Communication
Languages

* Note: Removing the flag “Language is Allowed” , will remove new login language w/o deleting existing language
adaptation.
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Language Adaptations View General Settings in ADMINISTRATOR Work Center

New Key User tool in
Work Center
ADMINISTRATOR view
GENERAL SETTINGS
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Language Adaptations Create New Text Pools for Translation

Create Language Adaptation.
New Target Language can
only be selected if added via
fine-tuning activity:
Additional Communication
Languages

If Source Language (Standard) = Target Language (Standard) -> Adapt distinct texts so that they fit into the
customers domain and terminology (e.g. rename Account to Patient).
Deleting the Language Adaptation from the work list will delete all translations and return to standard text.
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Create Language Adaptations

1.

1.

3. Trigger Action -> Collect Texts. This will fill text pools for
UI Texts, Codes and Messages based on your selection.

1. Select the text pool you want to
translate: UI, Codes and Messages

1.

1.

©

2. Select the relevant Work Centers
which should be translated.

Allows to get proposals for UI and
Code texts from SAP (see slide 10)
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Using Language Adaptations – Cleanup, Export, Clear Target Texts

Cleanup: Removes all rows that do not have a translation
Export: Text pool will be exported to MS Excel. This is required for copy text collection to other tenant.
Tip: Rather create text pools by text types.
Clear Target Texts: Clears all entries from the Target Text column
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Using Language Adaptations - Actions

Update Texts from MS Excel: Allows you to update the text pools from MS Excel in one file (requires copy and paste)
Tip: You can only modify target texts of text rows that already exist in your backend text pool. You can neither create
new text rows nor create entire new text pools! The 'Text Pool ID' field is mandatory! The exported Excel has a UI
Element Type column for the UI Texts. This column can't be copied into this upload sheet but needs to be cut out.
Fill-Up Target with Source: Fills-ups empty target text with source text.
Simulate Translation: Simulates translation by copying source text to empty target text enclosed by ‘^’characters .
Tip: This action should only be used for full translations to easily identify in the UI labels with missing translations and
not for simple text adaptations.
Reuse Translated Texts: Fills-ups automatically already translated text to same empty target text
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Using Language Adaptations – Search and Replace Text

Tip: Filter text you like to change and Replace the text in one step. E.g. you search for “Account” text and
change it to “Patient”.
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Using Language Adaptations –
Integration of “SAP HANA GoGlobal Translation Service”

SAP HANA GoGlobal Service link can be added to tab “Text Pool Selection” (hidden field)
Get Proposals: Fills Target texts based on proposals from SAP HANA GoGlobal Translation Service
Service requires extra license agreement Information about translation service in SAP HANA Cloud
Documentation:
https://proddps.prod.jpaas.sapbydesign.com/dps/d/preview/32bea51323104aeab1f654574a50
9540/1.0/en-US/frameset.htm?1b15cf69580449c0bd8525696c97b90d.html
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Using Language Adaptations – Translating Report Labels

Get Analytical Reports Texts: Collect Text to translate report labels.
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Language Adaptations - Login Language

1.
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Login screen indicates NEW customer
specific language.
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Language Adaptations - Feed
Language Adaptation for ‘classic’ C4C Feed (no JAM Feed is supported.
Work Center to be selected: Feed - /BYD_COD/UIInfrastructure/FEED/COD_FEED_WCF.WCF.uiwoc
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Language Adaptations - Feed (Example)
Replacing the term ‘Opportunity’ by ‘Project’ will make it being adapted inside the following UI’s. Side Panel, OWL,
Feeds Sources, Feeds Settings
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Language Adaptations - Feed (Example)
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Language Adaptations -Live Activity
There’s a ‘virtual’ Work Center available in the Text Pool Selection called Live Activity to translate labels in the Live
Activity.
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Language Adaptations - Favorites
There’s a shortcut for adapting ThingType titles in the Favorites sections. Instead of drilling down through all Work
Centers one can select the ‘virtual’ Favorites Work Center now.
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Language Adaptations - Best Practices
Collecting all 4 types of texts (UI Texts, Codes, Messages, and Report Texts) takes quite some time. Doing that for
multiple work centers within a single Language Adaptation text pool might lead to time outs. In order to avoid
that you can do the following:
1.

Only choose those text type that you really like to adapt. For example, don’t collect messages and report
texts if you don’t plan to adapt them.

2.

Split up a big text pool into multiple ones. Recommendation: It is more convenient to have one text pool
for each text type covering multiple work centers, than creating text pools with one work center selected
but with multiple text types. Having one text pool for all UI Texts and another one for all Code Texts is
recommended. The reason for that is explained by the subsequent point.

Every Language Adaptation text pool is a snapshot of the texts used within the UI at the point of time when
the ‘Collect Texts’ button is pressed. It does not have a “living” connection, neither to the text that has been
collected, nor to other Language Adaptations which have the same target language and may have a significant
overlap in terms of the texts they have collected. This overlap is caused by a number of reuse UI components
that are shared amongst each other, such as value help pop-ups or so called Embedded Components. Keep in
mind that you will only be informed about changes at the UI (new, modified, obsolete texts), or changes at
other Language Adaptations which affect the reuse parts at the moment when you press ‘Collect Texts’.
Collecting the texts will not only bring the latest UI state into the current LA, but will also collect those texts
which has already been translated in other LA text pools (due to the before mentioned overlap) and display
this as Source Text. In order not to confuse yourself by redundant text adaptations, you should either press
‘Collect Texts’ before starting to work on a text pool, or simply only have one text pool per text type. Having
only one LA text pool per text type (UI, Codes, Messages, Reports) will eliminate the overlap and there’s only
one single source of truth for each text type.
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Language Adaptations - Best Practices
Once you are done with your text adaptations consider to use the ‘Cleanup’ function to condense the LA from
texts you haven’t adapted. This will keep the LA text pools handy, in particular when exporting/importing them
using Excel. Pressing ‘Collect Texts’ will restore the entire text pool again without dropping existing adaptations.
The functions ‘Simulate Translation’ and ‘Copy Source to Target’ only make sense in real translation scenarios
where customers introduce new Customer Languages via Language Adaptations. These functions shall not be
used for adapting SAP texts within standard languages, because they don’t make sense here.
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New Features and Improvements with 1602

Collect Target Texts
Custom Messages of PDI BO Extensions
Miscellaneous Usability Improvements
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Collect Target Texts
Allows filling the Target Text column
with the existing texts as defined by
SAP or their key user overrides if any.
Only available if Target Language
Source Language.
Available for all 4 different text types
(UI Text, Codes, Messages, Reports)
Use Case I: Key User wants to find
and close the gaps within the target
texts. Mainly for Extension Fields
(either KUT fields or PDI fields). Key
User wants to automatically prefill
these fields using action ‘Reuse
Existing Translations’.
Use Case II: Quickly cross check
existing translations and adapt
where appropriate.
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Collect Target Texts
There’s a warning pop-up indicating that the Key User should seriously consider executing the ‘Cleanup’ action once the
target text modifications are finished. Otherwise the Language Adaptation will store a high volume of redundant text data.
This can temporarily have negative impact on loading times, system load, and will decouple the UI’s from changes or
corrections coming from SAP or other Key User/PDI changes.

Every time when saving a text pool which has either empty target texts or collected target texts the following warning is
thrown:

Note: Pressing ‘Collect Target Texts’ will never overwrite existing customer adaptations. It can be executed at any time.
Note: Pressing ‘Cleanup’ will not remove collected target texts that have been manually modified afterwards. Cleanup can be
executed at any time, it will remove rows with ‘untouched’ collected target texts plus the rows with empty target texts.
Note: Collect Target Texts will NOT perform a new complete ‘Collect Texts’ drill down. It will only take the given source texts
and find their target language counterparts.
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PDI Custom Messages

With 1602 the Language Adaptation will find custom messages created alongside with PDI BO Extensions.
Note: In the past PDI Business Object messages have already been found, but not the BO Extension messages.
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Miscellaneous Improvements (I): Filter Workcenter List
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Miscellaneous Improvements (II): New Locking Behavior
The Collect Texts action will present all texts which have already been collected in other Language Adaptations in
read-only mode.
In the past this rule has already been applied but only for texts which had a custom target text. This caused
confusion and customers spread their adoptions across multiple Language Adaptations and lost the overview.
From now on ALL texts of other Language Adaptations become read-only in newly created adaptations. This
applies to UI Texts, Messages, and Report Texts. Not to Code Texts, there are no locks for code texts. Codes apply
the ‚last one wins‘ approach.
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Miscellaneous Improvements (III): Excel Upload
Excel Upload is more tolerant with unknown texts.
Instead of throwing an error and stopping the import the Excel Upload is now stepping over texts that are not part
of the target text pool. For each text that can‘t be found in the target Language Adaptation text pool a warning
message is created and sent to the client at the end of the upload.
Each warning message indicates which text failed to upload. Whether it is a [UIText], [CodeText],[MessageText], or
a [ReportText]. Additional information for each text is shown such as text-id, code value, or message type, and the
source text.
Especially helpful if Excel Upload is used for transporting text adaptations from a test into a productive system
having a different set of extension fields in both. In the past customers had to cleanup the Excel sheets manually
from extension fields that are not available in the target system.
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Miscellaneous Improvements (IV): Visibility of Actions

Simulate Translation, Fill-up Target with Source, and Reuse Translations actions are only available if the Source
Language is different from the Target Language.
• For other use cases than translating into new languages these actions rather caused confusion in the past. This
is why from now on these actions will only appear in the translation use case.
Reuse Translations action moved to facet level (UI Texts, Codes, and Report Texts. Not for messages, because it
doesn‘t make much sense there).
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Language Adaptations - Limitations
Limitations:
Adapted framework texts will only appear in HTML5 client. Framework texts are part of the client
technology and are being reused by many/all applications. Samples for framework texts are: Logon
screen, Onscreen Help, Personalization and Key User Adaptation, or UI Controls texts, such as ‘find’ for
find forms, or ‘Group By’ for tables.
The only possible selection criteria when creating a text pool is a Work Center. Thus the text resolver
will only find UI components that are statically assigned to a Work Center or statically linked with
components inside this Work Center. All other so-called Object Based Navigations will not be drilled
down.
Non-framework content, such as Custom Controls, Mashups, or the tiles at the Home Page can’t be
adapted.
Groupware Add-In is not part of language adaptation.
Migration Templates are not part of language adaptation.
Global Enterprise Search is not yet part of language adaptation (on roadmap).
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THANK YOU!
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